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Portfolio Management 2.0 a new Symphony Begins
Jeudi, 02/17/2022

The traditional diversified equity and bond portfolio has enjoyed years of exceptional performance. However, the current market environment of low interest
rates and high volatility invites investors to consider new portfolio management approaches.

In our latest Focus note, Luc Filip, our Head of Discretionary Portfolio Management walks us through the inner workings of our new portfolio management
model, at a time when the diversification properties of a bond & equities portfolio are much less effective than in the past.

 Head of Discretionary Portfolio Management
Luc FilipLuc Filip

The combination of equity and bond pockets in a discretionary portfolio is part of the offer of many banks and asset management companies. With some
success, since this type of portfolio construction has worked relatively well over the past decades. Indeed, both asset classes are riding the wave of a very
long bull market. Moreover, the correlation between stocks and bonds has proven to be negative most of the time. When stocks have performed poorly,
bonds have performed well and vice versa. 

Their offsetting performance has allowed investors to build less volatile portfolios, better manage market downturns and improve risk-adjusted returns. 

$1,000 in capital invested in 1996 in a 60% US equity / 40% US bond portfolio in
nominal and real terms.
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Performance over the last 10 years: 11.01% annualised return with a standard deviation of 8.22%.

Performance over the last 25 years: 8.28% annualised return with a standard deviation of 9.38%.

However, this "traditional" approach must now face a major challenge: that of financial repression, a phenomenon of central bank intervention which consists,
among other things, of conducting a policy of very low or even negative interest rates. This paradigm poses two major problems for "traditional" asset
management:

On the one hand, the yields offered by the bond component are very low, which de facto reduces the expected performance of portfolios. 

On the other hand, the diversification properties of the bond portfolio are much less effective than in the past. During downturns in risky assets, which
generally push investors towards safe havens such as fixed income products, the upside potential of bond prices is limited by low yields. In other
words, the performance of the bond portfolio only compensates for a small part of the losses recorded on the equity side. However, an even more
revealing element of the reduced usefulness of bonds in a diversified portfolio is the increase in correlation between equities and bonds, a
phenomenon observed in particular at the beginning of the year, when the two asset classes underwent a simultaneous correction.   

In this context, our clients are incentivised to consider new options. These include: 

1. Accepting a higher risk profile (and therefore higher volatility of returns) in order to be able to achieve the performance levels they enjoyed in the past; 

2. Replace part of their bond allocation with less liquid (or downright illiquid) investments such as hedge funds, real estate funds, private debt or venture
capital; 

3. Favoring a 100% liquid allocation that excludes bonds and dynamically manages the allocation between equities and cash - with the objective of achieving a
similar level of risk to that of a balanced equity/bond mandate, but with the potential for higher performance.   

At Bank Syz, we have an open discussion with our clients about these three possibilities. Below, we would explore the third one, and how we respond to its
demand. 

The Syz Symphony discretionary portfolio mandate

During 2021, we launched a new kind of discretionary mandate called Symphony. As mentioned above, this solution contains only two asset classes: equities
and cash. Based on our research, the risk profile of this type of mandate can correspond to that of a traditional balanced portfolio (equities/bonds) if, and only
if, the allocation between the equity and bond pockets is managed in a very flexible and dynamic way. 

Therefore, this type of management cannot be based on a traditional investment committee. Indeed, the emotional and subjective nature of the participants in
this type of committee is too important. Moreover, a consensus-based management process rarely achieves the necessary degree of flexibility and
responsiveness. In our view, only a disciplined, systematic and quantitative approach can overcome this emotional aspect and manage changes in equity vs.
cash allocations in the portfolio in a completely objective manner.

The Syz Symphony systematic investment process is based on a pragmatic quantitative approach. By this, we mean an approach that is neither algorithmic nor
optimised based on the recent or distant past. Indeed, the poor performance of purely algorithmic models in 1997 (LTCM) and in 2020 (the year when the main
quantitative hedge funds delivered poor performance) demonstrates that over-optimisation is far from guaranteeing good performance.
This solution is aimed at investors seeking attractive returns while having a low tolerance for downturns. It is a service offering that complements a traditional
portfolio management approach.

The systematic investment process aims to build a flexible and dynamic portfolio in cash and equities (only in US equity ETFs and/or European equity ETFs).
The asset allocation decisions are based on 11 market indicators divided into 5 categories: market trend, volume, sentiment, technical indicators and market
breadth. 
Changes in equity/cash allocation in the portfolio are based solely on the signals provided by these indicators. As shown in the chart below, the aggregation of
the scores generated by the indicators gives an overall score that determines the equity allocation: a high score can fix the equity allocation up to 100%. A low
score can lower the equity allocation to 0%. Allocations are adjusted on a weekly basis. 
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The 5 types of indicators of the Syz Symphony allocation process

Source
Bank Syz

Note that these indicators have different signal frequencies over time, as our process combines high, medium and low frequency indicators. As our research
shows, this combination systematically offers a better risk-return ratio than using one or two indicators in isolation. By using indicators with different
frequencies, the probability of being caught off guard is considerably reduced. Indeed, by favouring only high-frequency indicators we could quickly reduce
exposure to stocks, but also exit too early in bull markets. By using only low frequency indicators, it may take too long to reduce equity exposure in the early
stages of a bear market or miss the initial rebound phase of the equity market. It is the combination of multi-frequency indicators that allows us to be both agile
and pragmatic in our equity allocation.

An important note: the Syz Symphony Mandate's investment process and decisions are communicated to our clients in a transparent manner. It is not a 'black
box' model. This transparency makes it easier for our clients to buy into the concept and to be reassured in difficult market phases.

This portfolio management solution is particularly well regarded by clients who are currently investing with more conservative profiles, or even with a 100%
bonds allocation, and who do not have the risk appetite to switch to "balanced" type profiles. The Syz Symphony mandate allows them to gain exposure to
satellite equities with good downside risk control.

Conclusion

As we enter a challenging decade for multi-asset investing, we propose to revisit established paradigms and complement traditional management with a
dynamic and systematic approach. This new methodology aims at capital appreciation while providing a safety net through disciplined, measured and objective
decision making.
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Disclaimer
Le présent document a été publié par le Groupe Syz (ci-après dénommé «Syz»). Il n’est pas destiné à être distribué ou utilisé par des personnes physiques ou morales
ressortissantes ou résidentes d’un Etat, d’un pays ou d’une juridiction dans lesquels les lois et réglementations en vigueur interdisent sa distribution, sa publication, son
émission ou son utilisation. Il appartient aux utilisateurs de vérifier si la Loi les autorise à consulter les informations ci-incluses. Le présent document revêt un caractère
purement informatif et ne doit pas être interprété comme une sollicitation ou une offre d’achat ou de vente d’instrument financier quel qu’il soit, ou comme un document
contractuel. Les informations qu’il contient ne constituent pas un avis juridique, fiscal ou comptable et peuvent ne pas convenir à tous les investisseurs. Les valorisations de
marché, les conditions et les calculs contenus dans le présent document sont des estimations et sont susceptibles de changer sans préavis. Les informations fournies sont
réputées fiables. Toutefois, le Groupe Syz ne garantit pas l’exhaustivité ou l’exactitude de ces données. Les performances passées ne sont pas un indicateur des résultats
futurs.
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